
Our company is looking to fill the role of systems project manager. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems project manager

Works with the customer’s project management to coordinate major
milestones and resolve schedule issues
Manage project specific install operations teams in the effective adoption,
implementation and compliance with HBS Global and ENA policies,
processes, procedures, tools and business best practices
Monitors financial performance on a monthly basis and reviews estimates
versus actual’s across their project deck to continuously improve Install
operational metrics
Actively uses Change Order Management processes to increase revenue and
minimize GM deviation
Ensures the availability of tools, equipment, and materials required while
maintaining and controlling inventory
Ensure that subcontracts quotations, where applicable, are complete and
documented
Work closely with Quip's CRO and sales and customer success leadership to
determine and implement sales productivity tools and efficiency
improvements
Build reports and dashboards that highlight key trends for sales reps and
managers and company executives
Evaluate and implement new sales and marketing automation and efficiency
tools
Prepare project plans and manage resources while documenting business
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Qualifications for systems project manager

At least 10 years of experience within a similar capacity
Coach and guide all applicable sub team leads to reach their goals
Align and harmonize any customer requirements
Support problem solving and issue resolution during the different phases of
the project and after go live
Must be able to work in a cold environment with exposure to dry ice, liquid
nitrogen cryogenics, hazardous and infectious agents, marked changes in
temperature
Must be able to process and handle materials frozen on dry ice (-78°C) or
liquid nitrogen (-196°C)


